"1968 in America" exhibit opens September 4

The anti-war movement and the underground press. Civil rights. Popular music. Edward Abbey's *Desert Solitaire*. These are some of the topics which our fall exhibit explores. Curated by librarian Bob Diaz, "1968 in America" turns back the clock 50 years. We hope to see you on September 6 for our opening reception and a presentation by author and travel writer Tom Miller.
Charting a course with our strategic map

"We wanted to use an approach that offered all employees an opportunity to be involved in the process and was also user-focused."
—Dean Shan Sutton

Discover our strategic directions ►►►

National Library of Medicine video features Health Sciences Library

The National Library of Medicine (NLM) recently put a spotlight on Outreach Services Librarian Yamila El-Khayat and Associate Dean Jerry Perry from our Health Sciences Library. Yamila travels throughout Arizona to provide health literacy education.

Watch the interview ►►►

What's new in the Libraries?
This summer, we launched a new online search tool and did some reorganizing.

Read more ►►►

Willock Award Winners on the air and in the news

Lindsey Chew and Ayumi Pottenger are 2017 and 2018 recipients of the Katheryne B. Willock Library Research Award. As undergraduate students, they have already been featured in the media for their research that impacts lives.

Read about their achievements ►►►
What do the Libraries and Grateful Dead have in common?

Mark your calendars for our Homecoming Library Innovation Breakfast on October 27. Dean Shan Sutton will be giving a talk titled "From Shakedown to Bear Down: How the Grateful Dead Embody the Innovative Spirit Driving Renovation at UA Libraries." We will also be presenting the 2018 Top Library Cat Award to Maggie Melo.

Learn more and RSVP ►►►

#WeAreUAZLibraries

Rachel Martinez is a Library Information Associate, Senior. She also loves animals and nature, as you can see above.

Find out what her favorite library resources are ►►►